Parallel lens systems and parallel image signal processing enable cost efficient and compact cameras to capture gigapixel scale images. This paper reviews the context of such cameras in the developing field of computational imaging and discusses how parallel architectures impact optical and electronic processing design. Using an array camera operating system initially developed under the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency Advanced Wide FOV Architectures for Image Reconstruction and Exploitation program, we illustrate the state of parallel camera development with example 100 megapixel videos.
INTRODUCTION
A parallel, or array, camera is an imaging system utilizing multiple optical axes and multiple disjoint focal planes to produce images or video. Using "parallel" as in "parallel computer," a parallel camera is an array of optical and electronic processors designed to function as an integrated image acquisition and processing system. While array cameras have long been used to capture 3D, stereo, and high-speed images, we limit our attention here to arrays designed to function as conventional cameras, meaning that the output of the system is nominally an image observed from a single viewpoint. The motivation for such arrays is the same as the motivation for parallel computer: both optical and electronic processing can be simplified and improved using parallel components. Since image processing is particularly amenable to parallel processing, parallel focal planes and image processing electronics are particularly useful in reducing the system cost and complexity. Array camera and parallel computer design both address the same design challenges in selecting processor granularity, communications architecture, and memory configuration.
Just as parallel computers have developed the terminology of CPUs, microprocessors, graphical processing units (GPUs), and processing cores to describe the system design, terms are emerging to describe array camera design. To a large extent, array cameras are identical to parallel computers. They use arrays of CPUs, GPUs, and image signal processing chips (ISPs) to process parallel data streams. In addition to these components, array cameras include image sensor and lens arrays. We refer to the modular component consisting of one image sensor and its associated lens and focus mechanism as a "microcamera" and the whole array camera as a "macrocamera" or simply a camera. As discussed below, some current designs use discrete microcameras with essentially conventional lenses and some use microcameras that share a common objective lens. We call the second category "multiscale systems" [1] .
The transition from monocomputers to multicomputers has substantially improved computing capacity and the rate of capacity improvement [2] . Similarly, multicamera designs have already demonstrated 10-100× improvements in pixel processing capacity relative to conventional designs. More significantly, as arrays become increasingly mainstream the rate of improvement in pixel processing capacity is expected to substantially increase. While dynamic range, focus, sensitivity, and other metrics are also critical, given adequate image quality, spatial and temporal pixel sampling, and processing rates are the most fundamental measures of camera performance. Parallel architectures have already driven a transition from megapixel (MP) to gigapixel (GP) scale spatial sampling [3] . Parallel cameras have also excelled in temporal processing, with systems capable of 1-10 GP∕second currently readily available. However, while supercomputer capacity has continuously improved for over half a century, it is not clear how far supercameras can be developed beyond the gigapixel scale. Atmospheric considerations are likely to limit the aperture size of reasonable cameras to 10 cm, and the flux of natural light limits the frame rate. At the diffraction limit, a 10 cm aperture exceeds a 10 GP resolution, operating at kilohertz frequencies with 10-100 spectral channels, so one can imagine supercameras reaching pixel processing rates in excess of 10 15 pixels per second. While this limit is 2-3 orders of magnitude beyond current limits, one expects that it may reasonably be achieved in the next decade. On the other hand, the size, weight, and power of current superlimits. Making gigapixel-scale cameras increasingly compact and energy efficient may be a project that can span the next half century.
Photographic array cameras have a long history, dating from Muybridge's studies of animal motion [4] , Lippmann's integral photography [5] , and stereo photography [6] . Muybridge's work begins a long tradition of using arrays to improve temporal sampling rate; recent examples of this approach are presented in [7] [8] [9] [10] . Lippmann was motivated in part by the parallel optical systems found in insects and other animals, and the "bug eye" analogy has remained a common theme in array camera development over the intervening century. Recent versions of bug eye systems include TOMBO [11] and related systems [12, 13] . While the advantages of array architectures in biology derive from the simplicity of neural processing, recent biologically inspired imagers have focused on digital superresolution [14] [15] [16] [17] and sensor diversity [18] [19] [20] . The computer vision community also has a long history of multi-aperture imaging, mostly focusing on "light field imaging," which allows camera arrays to reconstruct diverse viewpoints [7, 21] or focal ranges [22, 23] . This work is also reflected in the many companies and universities that have constructed 360°panoramic cameras looking out [24] or in [25] on a scene.
While there are fewer examples of array cameras designed to nominally produce a single viewpoint image, the 16-camera array developed by Light Incorporated is a recent example of such a camera [26] . On a larger scale, projects such as LSST [27] , Pan-STARRS [28] , and ARGUS [29] have created large scale starring arrays for astronomy and high-altitude surveillance.
In the context of these diverse examples, our review focuses on parallel cameras with real-time video processing to produce integrated images. We use parallel optical and electronic design to continue the natural evolution of pixel count from megapixels to gigapixels. In pursuit of this goal, basic concepts relating to camera function and utility must be updated. We consider these concepts in the next section of this paper before describing current strategies for optical and electronic design.
COMPUTATIONAL IMAGING
We define a "camera" as a machine that captures and displays the optical information available at a particular viewpoint. The basic design of a camera has been stable for the past two hundred years; a lens forms an image and a chemical or electronic sensor captures the image. With the development of digital sampling and processing systems over the past quarter-century, however, this approach is no longer ideal, and many alternative designs have been considered. The fundamental design question is "what set of optics and electronics should be used to most effectively capture and display the optical information at a particular viewpoint?" Parallel cameras are one approach to this "computational imaging" design challenge. We define a "computational imaging system" as a camera in which physical layer sampling has been deliberately co-designed with digital processing to improve some system metric. Under this definition, a camera designed with a good modulation transfer function (MTF) for high-quality focal plane sampling is not a computational imaging system, even if substantial post-capture image processing is applied to improve color balance, reduce noise, or improve sharpness. On the other hand, the use of a color filter array, such as the Bayer RGB filter, is a form of computational imaging.
To our knowledge, the first paper explicitly proposing a camera design to optimize post-capture digital processing appeared in 1984 [30] . The first widely discussed example of a non-obvious computational imaging camera was the extended depth of field system proposed by Dowski and Cathey [31] . The Cathey and Dowski system used "pupil coding," consisting of the deliberate introduction of lens aberrations to improve the depth of field. The many subsequent computational sampling strategies may be categorized into (1) pupil coding systems, which modulate the lens aperture; (2) image coding systems, which modulate the field at or near the image plane; (3) lensless systems, which use interferometric or diffractive elements to code multiplex measurements; (4) multi-aperture systems; and (5) temporal systems, which vary sampling parameters from frame to frame.
Each of these strategies has been applied in many different systems. We mention a few representative studies here, with apologies for the many interesting studies that we neglect for lack of space. In addition to Cathey and Dowski, pupil coding was developed in earlier pioneering studies by Ojeda-Castaneda et al. [32] . Among many alternative studies of aperture coding, the work of Raskar et al. has been particularly influential [33] . Image coding includes color filter arrays, such as the Bayer filter mentioned above [34] , as well as the Lytro light field camera [22] and various pixelated spectral imaging systems [35, 36] . Lensless systems have a very long history, dating back to the camera obscura. Recent lensless optical imaging systems focus on coded aperture and interferometric designs [37] . FlatCam [38] is a recent example of a coded aperture design; rotational shear interferometry [39] is an example of an interferometric lensless camera. Various multiple aperture systems are listed above; we conclude this very brief overview by mentioning a couple of examples of temporal coding. The canonical example is high dynamic range (HDR) imaging, which uses multiple frames to synthesize high dynamic range images [40] . HDR coding has already been widely implemented in mobile camera applications [41] , making it perhaps the second widely adopted form of computational imaging (following color filter array processing). Alternative forms of multiframe processing, such as focal stacking for extended depth of field [42] and 3D imaging, have also been implemented in phone cameras. HDR and focal stacking are examples of multiframe temporal coding for computational imaging, and recent studies have also explored dynamic modulation of capture parameters for single frame computational imaging [43] . In particular, we note in [44] that sensor translation during exposure has the same capacity to be encoded for extended depth of field and 3D imaging with the advantage that the coded point spread function can be dynamically tuned and switched off to achieve a high MTF.
Based on these many studies, it is important to recognize computational imaging strategies that have been more and less successful. Future development will come from building on success and abandoning failure. In our view, pupil coding and lensless imaging research has not revealed useful strategies for visible light computational imaging. The challenges for pupil and lensless coding are (1) these techniques inevitably lead to substantial reductions in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for given optical flux, and (2) they are therefore not competitive with alternative sampling strategies to achieve the same objectives. Pupil coding and lensless sensors are examples of "multiplex sensors" in which multiple object points are combined in a single measurement. While multiplexing is inherent to many measurement systems, particularly in Review Article tomography [45] , its impact on optical imaging systems is universally problematic. Our group worked on various interferometric and coded aperture lensless imaging systems in the late 1990's and early 2000's, but our interest in lensless optical imaging ended with a study finding no scenario under which such systems surpass the performance of focal systems [46] . Challenges arise both from the ill-conditioned nature of the forward model for multiplexed systems with nonnegative weights and with the impossibility of arbitrarily multiplexing optical information in physical systems [47] .
The challenge of optical multiplexing may most simply be explained by noting that a lens does a magical thing by bringing all the light from a single object point into focus at a single image point, despite the fact that this light spans many different spectral modes. A typical visible camera field spanning 400-700 nm captured in 10 ms has a time bandwidth product of 10 12 . The number of temporal modes detected is approximately equal to the time bandwidth product. The number of photons detected during this span is typically 10 4 -10
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, less than one millionth of a photon per mode. Absent a lens, it is impossible to combine information from these different modes with high SNR. Of course, for three dimensional objects, there is no mechanism for simultaneously bringing all object points into focus. As noted above, however, temporal coding through focal sweeping and multiple aperture solutions is as effective as pupil coding in scanning 3D objects, but has the advantage that they can be dynamically and adaptively coded to maximize the SNR. We therefore suggest that it is extremely difficult to find an operating scenario where deliberate multiplexing using pupil coding or lensless imaging makes sense for visible light. In contrast with pupil coding, image coding in the form of color filter arrays and temporal processing remains a key component of commercial computational imaging systems. Multi-aperture and temporal coding, on the other hand, have demonstrated clear and novel utility but are only beginning to emerge in commercial cameras.
The lesson learned is that a well-focused high MTF image has enormous advantages. However, in contrast with conventional cameras, modern computational cameras only require that the image be locally of high quality. In fact, by breaking an image into sub-images, focus may be more effectively mapped onto 3D scenes. Image discontinuities and distortions can be removed in software. Imaging is naturally a highly parallel information processing, and imaging systems can be designed to optimize sampling in parallel for local regions with the idea that the full image is recovered in software. As we discuss below, however, for multiple parallel images captured with different exposures, sampling times, and focal states, definition of the "full image" may present challenges. For now, we are ready to move to the next section, which discusses lens design for parallel cameras.
OPTICS
The general goal of camera design is to capture as much visual information as possible subject to constraints on size, weight, power, and cost. These constraints weigh on both the optical and electronic camera components. In most modern parallel cameras, the size, weight, power, and cost of the electronic capture and processing components are dominant factors. However, in conventional high-performance cameras, such as single-lens reflex cameras using zoom lenses, lens size, weight, and cost are often dominant. This difference arises because the conventional lens volume and complexity grows nonlinearly as the information capacity increases. Parallel design reduces the lens complexity by removing the need for a mechanical zoom and by reducing the sub-image field of view (FoV) as the camera scale increases.
Two different lens design strategies may be considered. The first uses discrete arrays of conventional lenses, with each microcamera having independent optics. The second strategy uses multiscale lenses in which microcameras share a common objective lens. Discrete arrays have been commonly used in very wide FoV systems, such as 360°cameras. Multiscale arrays were used to reduce the lens volume and cost in the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Advanced Wide FOV Architectures for Image Reconstruction and Exploitation (AWARE) program [3] . Emerging designs include hybrid systems consisting of discrete arrays of multiscale cameras. Here, we discuss basic design requirements driving FoV granularity and when to use discrete and multiscale designs.
A. Multi-aperture Optics
For reasons discussed in Section 2, the lens is and will remain the basic workhorse of optical imaging. A "lens" consists of one or more blocks of transparent material, each with spherical or aspherical surfaces that modulate the light path in a desired fashion. The lens designer's goal is to find a lens system that meets the functional requirements with minimal cost. "Cost" here refers to a function of lens parameters that may include the actual material cost, but in modern design more commonly refers to the system volume and complexity. The central design question is "what are the limits of cost and how do we achieve these limits?" We can also phrase this question in another way. "Given a fixed cost budget, what is the best way to design and manufacture a lens system that maximizes the camera performance?"
To answer to this question, we draw our inspiration from the divide and conquer strategy of parallel computing. Dividing the task into parallel portions being solved individually may produce a great reduction in complexity. Parallel lens arrays accomplish the imaging task by segmenting the full FoV into small units denoted as FoV s . Each lens in the array processes the field only from its assigned subfield. The designer selects FoV s to minimize the lens cost.
The lens cost can be evaluated according to the number of elements, volume, weight, and materials as well as the manufacturing cost. We use the function C to denote this cost. C is a function of the system FoV, focal length f , aperture size F ∕#, wavelength range, pixel number (information capacity), and other image specifications such as distortion, uniformity of luminance, mapping relationship f ; f sin θ; f tan θ, and the lens configuration. In another words, it is a multivariable function depending on numerous factors. Among all these principal factors, FoV is the distinguishing factor between a monolithic lens and a parallel lens array. For this reason, we would like to examine the relationship between the cost function C and argument FoV while keeping the other variables constant, which is equivalent to examining the cross section of the cost function along the FoV axis. An expression of the cost function under the scheme of a parallel lens array is
where C A denotes the cost function of the lens array, and C without a subscript denotes the cost function of a monolithic lens.
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FoV∕FoV s 2 is the number of FoV s lenses needed to fully sample the FoV.
If the function C has the form of FoV s raised to power γ, i.e., CFoV s cF oV γ s , where c is a constant, then we have
According to Eq. (2), if γ > 2, a parallel lens array reduces cost. For γ 2, the cost function is same for both strategies. If γ < 2, a parallel scheme increases the overall cost of the lens system. The conclusion here is whether the parallel lens array is preferable depends on the cost function of the monolithic lens CFoV s .
We may express this function in a more general way by using the polynomial series
There is no constant term because no lens is needed in the case of FoV s 0. Substituting into Eq. (1) yields
Setting the first derivative with respect to FoV s equal to 0, we find 
If c 1 and any higher-order terms are nonzero, then there exists a nonzero value of FoV s at which C A has a minimum value. To explain this intuitively, by choosing a camera array, the required number of camera units increases quadratically along with the total FoV. If this quadratically increased number of cameras overwhelms the increase of complexity in the monolithic case, the employment of the camera array loses its advantage in reducing the cost. Only if the complexity of the monolithic lens grows much faster than the number of units needed in the array we stand to profit by switching to a camera array. It can be prohibitively difficult to derive an explicit expression for the cost function. However, some properties of this function can be projected based on empirical knowledge in lens design. Here, we present two basic conjectures. (1) The cost function of a monolithic lens contains high-order (terms higher than second order) components, which means that for a given FoV coverage there is an interval of FoV s within which an array strategy outperforms a monolithic choice. (2) This cost function also consists of a first-order term, i.e., c 1 in Eq. (5) is nonzero, which indicates that there is an optimal FoV s value that produces a camera array minimizing the total cost. The nonzero value of the first-order term not only implies the existence of a minimum total cost but also predicts a lower threshold of FoV s under which the array becomes an inferior choice. These two conjectures are visually illustrated in Fig. (1) . The blue (lower) curve represents the cost function for one single lens with FoV corresponding to the abscissa axis. The upper black curve is the derived cost function for a lens array; here, the abscissa represents FoV of each individual channel, while the cost on the vertical axis represents the total cost of the array for achieving an 80°total coverage. From these two curves, for a total coverage less than 20°the monolithic solution is preferred. For a total FoV greater than the 20°, an array scheme is favored. If the assumption holds to be true, within a wide range of total FoV demand, a parallel lens array system outperforms a monolithic one in terms of cost. It should be clear that this diagram is generated to show the general idea of our conjecture and not plotted from any calculation or simulation.
The relationship between the lens cost and FoV is very complicated, and it is prohibitively challenging to find an explicit expression. However, to test our conjecture, it is possible to use discrete experimental data to approximate the function curve. One approach would be to compare the cost of a collection of lenses from some lens catalogs with near identical specifications other than FoV. However, the lens parameters differ extensively in current camera lens categories, which renders it impossible to sort out a collection of useful samples from commercial lens categories for our purpose.
Instead, we build our own lens datasets using computer-aided design software (ZEMACS). Figure 2 shows the results from one of our datasets. Each sample lens in this example features a 35 mm focal length, 587 nm design wavelength, F/3.5 aperture size, and uses BK7 glass for all elements. In making all other specifications identical for each lens, we try our best to eliminate the effect of factors other than FoV. Nonetheless, there is a difficulty in doing so, and it is impossible to keep all the different lenses achieving an "identical" imaging quality, which can be indicated either by the MTF curves or image spot sizes. To address this issue, we demand that every design should achieve a near diffraction-limited performance. Of course, for each set of design requirements, there is an infinite number of valid design solutions. All these solutions have different costs or complexities. It is the work of the lens designer to not only find a qualified solution but also a solution with a cost as low as possible. In creating our lens datasets, each design has been optimized to trim away unnecessary expense in terms of the system volume, weight, as well as the number of elements. Therefore, these design examples represent our best effort for pursuing an approximation of the "law of cost" in lens design. For simplicity, we have designed and evaluated lenses at a single wavelength, neglecting chromatic aberration. On one hand, chromatic aberration is one of many geometric aberrations, and we assume that the trend between the FoV and cost function will not change significantly if it is also corrected. On the other hand, chromatic aberrations often demand correction through the employment of different lens materials, which would also complicate the cost Review Article analysis substantially. While the net result would be to shift optimal FoV s to smaller angles, we assume that single-wavelength consideration captures the essential point of our analysis.
A total of 9 lenses with FoV ranging from 5°to 80°were produced for this experiment. Design details are included in a lens design dataset; the first part is in Supplement 1. In our analysis, the system volume, overall weight, and number of elements of each design were chosen separately as measurements of the cost. The results are shown in Fig. 2 ; each design is represented by a dot in all the graphs, and the dashed lines are used to visualize the trend of the changes. In Fig. 2(a) , both the curves of the system volume and the overall weight resemble that of an exponentially growing one, while the number of elements grows in a nearly linear fashion. In a f tan θ lens, the information throughput of a lens is proportional to the area of the image plane, which can be expressed as πf tanθ 2 , where θ represents the semi-FoV of the lens. Since the information throughput can also be described by the total pixel account resolved by the lens, we would like to examine the cost per unit information or cost per pixel, since this quantity measures the system performance in terms of the information efficiency. Dividing the system volume, the overall weight, and the number of the elements by the pixel numbers of each design, we obtain the plots shown in Fig. 2(b) , in which the valley-shaped curves show up in the volume per pixel as well as the weight per pixel, with the minimum value located in place of FOV 30°. This result implies that, for a set of fixed design targets with varying FoV, there exists a specific FoV in which the system may have the highest information efficiency in terms of the cost per pixel. Nonetheless, there is a deflection at the end of the curve, the design for FOV 80°, rather than a rise of the information efficiency. This is because we were unable to achieve a satisfactory design at this limit. Assuming we want to achieve a desired FoV of 80°, we must instead use an array of lenses with each lens covering only a fraction of the whole FoV, and the desired FoV target can be pieced together by the group. The question is: will this strategy reduce the overall cost? As demonstrated in Fig. 2(c) , the answer is yes, at least in this experimental case. The "divide and conquer" solutions are always more optimal than using just a single-aperture lens, with the best solution corresponding to a microcamera FoV of 30°. It is worth noting that the number of elements per pixel and the number of elements under the lens array strategy decrease monotonously as the FoV increases, which is not surprising. As the FoV increases, the number of the elements does not increase significantly compared with the volume and weight; instead, the small-aperture size elements are replaced by large-aperture size elements. In other words, the pixel capacity increases much faster than the number of elements. However, large numbers of small optics do not necessarily indicate a higher cost than that of a small number of much larger optics, since the manufacturing processing is much easier in the former case than that in the latter.
By building our own lens dataset, we have investigated the relationship between the cost function and FoV. As demonstrated in our results, the cost and complexity of imaging lenses grows such that the cost per pixel plot features a V shape with a minimum position. By implementing the approach of parallel design, we can reduce the overall cost in optics while still accomplishing our design target.
B. Multiscale Optics
The nonlinear increase in the lens complexity as a function of the FoV discussed above is based on the assumption that the lens must correct for geometric aberrations. The five Seidel aberrations are the traditional starting point for considering geometric aberrations. However, one of these aberrations, field curvature, does not degrade the image quality if one allows image formation on a curved surface. Using a Luneberg lens [48] , one can image without geometric aberration between two given concentric spheres. The Luneberg design is independent of the aperture scale, so the same lens design would, in principle, work at all aperture sizes and pixel capacities. Unfortunately, Luneberg lenses require graded index materials, which are difficult to manufacture. One can, however, approximate Luneberg lenses using discrete layers of spherical materials. Such "monocentric objectives" can also achieve a near diffraction-limited performance on a spherical focal surface. Spherically symmetric structure features an identical imaging property for all directions that facilitates wide-angle imaging. The primary challenges of this approach are (1) curved focal planes are not readily available, and (2) the object space focal surface of the Luneberg lens is also spherical. Focusing requires adjustment of the radius of curvature of both the image and object surfaces.
The multiscale design provides a middle ground between Luneburg and conventional designs. The multiscale method is a hybrid of the single-aperture design and the parallel multi-aperture design. Multiscale systems share a common objective lens at the front with a microcamera array at the rear. The secondary microcameras may be mounted on a curved surface to relay the intermediate focal surface formed by the objective onto conventional planar image sensors. In previous work, we constructed various multiscale systems through the DARPA AWARE program [3] . Table 1 shows characteristics of three AWARE cameras constructed from 2012-2014. 
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Multiscale designs correct the field curvature locally by each microcamera unit, thus leading to a low system complexity. Because of the shared objective lens, multiscale systems preserve correlation information between different sub-image units and allow more uniform brightness and color, consistent magnification, and accurate relative positions. The AWARE multiscale designs are telescopes, permitting easy access to a high angular resolution or long focal length [49] . By sharing one common objective lens, the multiscale method also tends to yield a camera volume that is more reduced than the non-multiscale parallel design for a given set of specifications.
As with parallel computers, design of secondary optics in multiscale systems begins with the problem of selecting the processor granularity. In practice, the designs of the objective lens and secondary microcameras are closely correlated, which indicates that the choice of FoV segmentation has an effect not only on the secondary optics but also on the front objective. Here, the challenge is like that what we have faced in the multi-aperture parallel lens array, which is to find the optimal sub-FoV that results in the best system solution in terms of the camera cost and functionality.
The cost of a camera lens can involve a wide variety of factors. In this investigation, we pick the system volume as a representative of the overall cost. To simplify the analysis without losing the key argument, we could discuss the effect of granularity of microcameras while keeping the objective lens fixed, which produces a highly curved intermediate image of objects from different depths of field. As we increase the granularity of the microcamera array by decreasing the sub-FoV of each microcamera unit, the size of the array is scaled down accordingly. A small FoV also indicates a simple lens characterized by fewer elements and weak surface profile. The extreme case of this scale down in volume and complexity is one pixel versus one microcamera unit, which has been reduced to an optical fiber array [50] . Unfortunately, under this approach it is not possible to locally adjust the focus. In practice, high-resolution imaging of complex scenes requires that each individual microcamera focus independently to capture objects at various distances. The focusing capacity is proportional to the aperture size of the microcameras. An optimal choice for the sub-FoV should be able to strike a balance between the lens cost and focus capacity.
By "focus capacity" we mean the ability of each microcamera to accommodate a targeted focal range. From a near point of the object to infinity, the object position observed by the microcamera varies from an infinite conjugate focal surface of the objective to a point displaced by F 2 ∕z N from that focal surface, where F is the focal length of the objective and z N is the near point in the focal range. For F 25 mm and z N 2 m, for example, the range of the focal surface is 300 μm. To focus the multiscale array camera, each microcamera must be capable of independently focusing over this range. If each microcamera is only a single pixel, each pixel or fiber would need to be independently displaced over this range to focus. As the aperture of the microcamera grows larger, the nominal size of the microcamera displacement required remains constant, but since the ratio of the required displacement to the microcamera aperture falls, the difficulty in implementing the focal adjustment is reduced. This is to say that it is easier to move a 1 mm aperture by 300 μm than to move 100 100 μm apertures each by 300 μm. With this in mind, we estimate that the "focal capacity" of a microcamera improves inversely in aperture size. On the other hand, making the microcamera aperture larger groups pixels that may have different focus requirements and, more ominously, increases the microcamera cost function.
To explore this trade-off, we used ZEMAX modeling to produce 7 multiscale designs distinguished by different sub-FoVs. As shown in multiscale lens design in the second part of Supplement 1, for each design we set the focal length f 30 mm, the aperture size F ∕# 3, and overall FoV 120°. Figure 3 (a) models the inverse relationship between the microcamera aperture and the focus capacity, while Fig. 3(b) shows the microcamera lens cost function (the same cost function as used above for discrete arrays) as a function of the microcamera FoV. Figure 4 merges the two plots of Fig. 3 together by equally weighting each factor. This approach suggests that this focal length microcamera FoV between 3°and 6°optimizes the lens cost and focus capacity. We have incorporated the imaging 4 . By merging the two plots together, the optimal sub-FoV falls into a region between 3°and 6°in our specific case. The green solid line is an equally weighted addition of the two plots in Fig. 3. quality of different designs into the result by applying the cost per pixel instead of the total cost. This result is anticipated and can be easily explained. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , when the sub-FoV decreases, the number of microcameras grows quadratically. The cost of the focusing mechanism for individual microcameras increases and the number of focusing units also increases, which rapidly leads to an impossible task. On the other hand, when the sub-FoV shifts toward the other end of the opposite direction, each microcamera subtends a highly curved intermediate image that requires a complex secondary optics to correct the field curvature. The resulting lens would increase in its longitudinal track, causing the total volume to grow in a cubic fashion. Consequently, the choice of the granularity of the microcamera array really needs to strike a balance between these two aforementioned factors.
Both simulations in this section require families of "identical" lens designs varying only by FoV. "Identical" means that imagerelated specifications and metrics, such as F ∕#, focal length, MTF, and distortion, should be the same except for FoV. However, it is impossible to really keep these quantities identical. The F ∕# and focal length can be controlled very precisely by the design software, but MTF and distortion cannot be pointwise identical. To have a valid simulation result, we try our best to grind each design sample to achieve as near diffraction-limited MTF as possible under minimum complexity. In each design, the image distortion is constrained to under 4% by applying the operand "DIMX" in the ZEMAX merit function in hope of reducing its interference to as minimum as possible.
By combining the benefits of the approximation of a Luneberg lens with a microcamera array, the multiscale method overcomes the traditional scaling constraints of a large aperture and FoV. The natural remaining question is how to choose between the discrete arrays with which we began our discussion and the multiscale arrays with which we have concluded. It is also important to note that hybrid designs using arrays of multiscale systems are also possible and attractive for cameras with FoV exceeding 120°.
At smaller FoVs, the choice between conventional and multiscale arrays is not presently an optical issue. As we have seen, increasing the FoV with conventional flat focal surface sensors leads to nonlinear increases in the lens complexity. Luneberg-style multiscale systems, in contrast, support FoVs up to 120°with relatively simple microcameras. As illustrated by the range of systems constructing in the AWARE program, multiscale systems can be built with aperture sizes of several centimeters without substantially increasing the microcamera complexity. From a purely optical perspective, Luneberg-style multiscale lenses enable wide FoV imaging with a smaller optical volume per resolved pixel at essentially all aperture sizes. However, with current technology, the optical volume and lens cost is not a large driver of the overall camera cost for aperture sizes less than 5 mm. Currently, 5 mm aperture microcameras operating at f ∕2.5 over a 70°FoV are produced in mass quantities at extremely low cost for mobile phone modules. A larger FoV is most economically produced using arrays of such lenses. On the other end of the spectrum, the AWARE 40 optics volume is approximately 100× smaller than the volume of an array of discrete cameras with an equivalent pixel capacity. At the 160 mm focal length of the AWARE 40, the lens cost dominates the microcamera cost and a multiscale design is highly advantageous.
The most interesting question in modern camera design is how to design systems with apertures between 5 mm and 5 cm. Even for the AWARE 40 system, the cost and volume of the electronics were much greater than those of the optics. While recent designs suggest that it is possible to further reduce the optics volume of AWARE-style designs by an order of magnitude or more [51] , the most pressing current problem is how to manage the size, weight, power, and cost of electronics in high-pixel-count cameras. We expect that multiscale designs will eventually be attractive at aperture sizes spanning 1-5 cm, but at present the cost and volume of 1-2 cm f ∕2.5 lenses are so small compared to the electronics needed to operate them that multiscale integration may be premature. Keeping this in mind, we turn to a discussion of electronic components in the next section. As discussed below, the electronic volume for AWARE-based cameras has been reduced by more than 100× over the past five years. A similar volume reduction in the next five years will impact the choice between discrete and multiscale arrays.
ELECTRONICS
The first 100 years of photography relied solely on optical and chemical technologies. In the third half-century, from 1925-1975, film photography and vacuum tube videography co-existed. The first digital camera was built in 1975, with 0.01 MPs [52] . In the fourth half-century, from 1975 to the present, electronics have become increasingly integral components of digital cameras. Indeed, where the original camera consisted of just two parts, the lens and the focal plane sensor, the modern camera consists of three partsthe lens, the sensor, and the computer. With this evolution, the lines between photography and videography are increasingly blurred as interactive features are added to still photographs and photographs are estimated from multiple frames rather than just one. Video is also changing. Conventional video assumes that the capture resolution (e.g., SD, HD, 4K, or 8K) and the display resolution are matched. The array cameras, however, can capture video at a much higher resolution than any display can support, and, therefore, require a cloud layer where video streams can be buffered and transcoded to match the display requirements.
The array camera electronics include the image sensor, initial image signal processing components, as well as memory and communications. This section reviews each of these components in turn and discusses the current state of the art in array camera implementation.
A. Imaging Sensor
Since the electronic camera [52, 53] appeared, the basic trend has been for the image sensor resolution to increase. There was a 100× improvement of the first prototype in 1975 to the MP performance of commercial cameras in 1990. Since cameras reached the 10 MP scale, however, improvements have been more gradual. While 100 and 150 MP image sensors are commercially available (for example, Sony IMX211 and IMX411 [54]), a higher resolution does not automatically translate to a higher image quality. Instead, for a given sensor area, the sensor with more pixels has a smaller pixel size, and thus has a lower SNR in practice. High-quality large sensors are expensive and cannot run at high frame rates. Of even greater significance, for reasons discussed above, 5-10 mm aperture-size lenses with smaller format sensors are more attractive from an optical design perspective.
As in the optics section, granularity is a fundamental question in sensor design. Currently, 4 K sensors with a video rate or faster frame rates are readily available and image processing pipelines are
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The mechanical overhead and electronic interfaces suggest that very small sensors will have a higher cost per pixel than 4 K sensors. But it is far from clear that 100 MP sensors have a lower cost per pixel or better noise performance than 4K. As with optics, there is some optimal array size at which the system cost per pixel will be minimized.
In this regard, it is important to note that the actual sensor contributes relatively little to the cost or volume of current digital camera systems. For the AWARE cameras the sensor cost was less than 2% of the overall system cost, and the size, weight, and power of image processing, communications, and storage systems were vastly larger than that of the sensor itself. These subsystems are naturally parallelizable.
B. Image Signal Processor
Digital cameras process images after acquisition. Processing tasks include analog to digital conversion, sensor bias correction (e.g., pixel non-uniformity, stuck pixels, dark corner effect, and geometric distortion), demosaicing, automatic configuration (e.g., auto-focus, auto-exposure, and auto-white-balance), random noise removal, and image/video coding. As with lenses and sensors, parallel arrays of image signal processors can handle much larger pixel rates than single-vector processors.
In fact, parallel processing is highly desired for images and videos with spatial resolutions beyond 4 K or 8 K formats. Typically, a single high-resolution image or video frame will be sliced into tiles spatially, and each tile could be processed independently. In codec design, because of the neighbors involved for prediction, it usually uses the expensive on-chip buffer (such as SRAM) to cache the pixels from the upper line for fast retrieval without on-/off-chip buffer transfer. 16 K video requires 16 K × 1.5 24 KB to only host neighboring pixels for the upper line. This is unbearable for a consumer level codec with only tens of KB of SRAM, which is also loaded by motion estimation, logic, etc. On the other hand, content adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) is utilized in the advanced video coding standards (e.g., H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC) to improve the coding efficiency. However, CABAC operates at a sequential behavior. The overall throughput is highly dependent on the pixel numbers. For a 16 K video, the encoder frame rate could be just 15 fps if we assume the encoder could offer 240 fps at 4 K resolution. But with parallel tiles, 16 K or even higher-resolution videos can be split into multiple videos at a lower spatial resolution, where off-the-shelf chips could handle the real-time encoding and processing easily.
Therefore, inspired by the great success of parallel computer system, the parallel image signal processor [3, 7] , which senses and processes the large images with huge number of pixels by a set of sub-processors, are proposed. Integrating dozens local signal processors together, the parallel camera works synergistically to acquire more information, e.g., higher spatial resolution, light field with more angle information or high-speed video with finer temporal resolution. The electronic system structure diagrams of both conventional cameras and parallel cameras are presented in Fig. 5 . As shown in Fig. 5(a) , the electronic part of a conventional camera is simply composed of an image sensor and an image signal processor, which are usually integrated on a single chip for a compact camera design. For the parallel system shown in Fig. 5(b) , to make the sub-cameras work together in a proper way, a complex hierarchical electronic structure is required.
C. Hierarchical Structure for a Parallel Electronic System
It is difficult to design an electronic system to sense and process the entire image data all at once for cameras with large data throughput, like gigapixel cameras [3, 7] . Therefore, it is natural to use the parallel framework to handle large-scale data. Figure 5 (b) illustrates a hierarchical structure for parallel cameras. In such systems, the sub-cameras are divided into several groups, and each of these groups is an independent acquisition module. For instance, Brady et al. [3] use a FPGA-based camera control module to provide an interface for local processing and data management. Wilburn et al. [7] handle 100 cameras with four groups, and four PCs are used to control the groups accordingly and record the video streams to a striped disk array.
It is worth noting that except for the complete parallel cameras, which are composed of a set of individual cameras, there are also two kinds of hybrid structures, i.e., the cameras with a parallel optical system+single electronics [11, 22] and the cameras with a single optical lens+parallel electronics [27] . As for the electronic part, the former one is just like the single camera, but the latter one is very similar to parallel cameras. As a typical example, LSST [27] has a single optical lens, but uses 189 scientific sensors to capture an image with 3.2 GPs. To handle the data at such a huge scale, the hierarchical structure is also applied, i.e., each of the nine sensors are assembled into a raft, and each raft has its own dedicated electronics. 
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As an example of the scale of electronic processing required, Aqueti, Inc. developed a software platform to allow video operation of AWARE cameras. AWARE cameras used field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) to collect data from the microcameras. The FPGA's required water cooling to process 6 frame per second images with 3 W per sensor capture power. Data compression and storage were implemented in a remote computer cluster, requiring nearly 1 Gb∕sensor∕second of transmission bandwidth between the camera head and the server [55] . Real-time stitching and interactive video from this system used a CPU and network attached storage array requiring more than 30 W per sensor.
More recently, Aqueti has extended this software platform in the "Mantis" series of discrete lens array cameras. Mantis cameras use a NVidia Tegra TX1 "system on module" microcamera controllers. Each Tegra supports two 4 K sensors with 10 W power such that the system runs at 30 fps, with image processing and compression implemented in the camera head with 5 W power per sensor. The Mantis cameras produce 100 MP images coded in H.265 format with 10-25 MBs bandwidth to a remote render machine. While Mantis does not require camera head water cooling, as used in AWARE, the Mantis head dissipates 100 W power. While the overall image processing and compression volume is decreased by >100× relative to AWARE, the electronic system remains larger and more expensive than the optics.
IMAGE COMPOSITION AND DISPLAY
The astute reader will have noted by now that we have not accounted for any of the potential disadvantages of parallelizing camera image capture and processing. The primary such disadvantage is that, while a conventional camera captures a continuous image of a relatively uniform quality, the image captured by an array is only piece-wise continuous. At the "seams" between images captured by adjacent cameras, "stitching defects," which have no direct analog in conventional cameras, may appear. We have heretofore neglected this problem because it is, in fact, relatively difficult to objectively evaluate. From a raw information capacity perspective, image discontinuities have little impact on camera performance. However, such discontinuities are naturally disconcerting to human viewers expecting the camera to truthfully render the scene.
In the AWARE camera systems, each section of a scene was assigned to an independent camera. The microcamera FoV overlapped by 10-20% to allow feature matching for control points and image stitching. A fully stitched image was estimated using image-based registration. The control points found in one frame could then be used to compose fully stitched images of subsequent frames. Very occasionally, fully stitched images were printed on paper for wall hangings. At 300 dpi, printed AWARE 2 images are 1.8 m high and 4.4 m long. While there are certainly applications for video tile displays on this scale, in almost all common uses of gigapixel-scale cameras the video display resolution is much less than the raw camera resolution. In such cases the stitched image must be decomposed into "tile" components for interactive display. In the case of the AWARE cameras, a model-based architecture was created to use the pull data from microcamera streams at the video rate to compose the real-time display [56, 57] without forming a completely stitched image. More recently, the Aqueti Mantis array cameras included a wide FoV camera along with the narrow field array. At low resolution, images from the wide-field camera are presented to the viewer, and as the viewer zooms in the display switches to data from high-resolution cameras. While the camera uses a discrete array of 18 narrow-field cameras, the current display window can always be estimated from, at most, four cameras.
The use of inhomogeneous sensor arrays has a long history prior to Mantis. In some scenarios different types of image sensors or different configurations (e.g., exposure time and frame rate) are required to achieve multimode sensing. Some examples follow: Shanakr et al. [18] studied microcamera diversity for computational image composition; Wang et al. [58] combined a DSLR camera and low-budget cameras to capture high-quality light field images with low-cost devices; Kinect [59] captured the RGB and depth images by using two types of sensors; and Wang et al. [60] achieved high-quality spectral imaging by combining the highresolution RGB sensor and a coded aperture-based spectral camera together. The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) [27] uses three types of sensors, i.e., common image sensors, wavefront sensors, and guide sensors to correct the aberration effect caused by the atmospheric disturbance from images.
As these examples illustrate, there are many possible uses and configurations for array cameras, with many configurations yet to be explored. Traditional photography and videography implement a one-to-one mapping between focal-plane pixels and display pixels. For example, standard definition television, HD television, and 4 K television all operate under the assumption that the image captured by the camera is the image seen on the display. With array cameras, however, such a one-to-one mapping is no longer possible or even desirable. Instead, high-resolution array camera data streams require context-sensitive and interactive display mappings similar to those under development for virtual reality broadcasting [61] . In previous work, we have described the real-time interface developed for AWARE cameras [55] . This interface allows a single user connected to an array camera to digitally pan, tilt, and zoom over high-resolution images while also controlling the flow of time. The AWARE architecture is a network structure consisting of "microcamera controllers," memory, and "render agents." Multiple render agents may be connected in parallel to a camera, but in practice fewer than five such systems have been connected.
As an example, the Aqueti Mantis 70 camera is an array of 18 narrow-field microcameras, each with a 25 mm focal length lens and a 1.6 μm pixel pitch. Each uses a Sony IMX 274 color CMOS sensor. Sensor readout, ISP, and data compression are implemented using an array of NVIDIA Tegra TX1 modules with two sensors per TX1. Custom software is used to stream sensor data to a render machine, which produces real-time interactive video with <100 ms latency. The sensors are arrayed to cover a 73°horizontal FoV and a 21°vertical FoV. The instantaneous FoV is 65 μrad, and the fully stitched image has a native resolution of 107 MPs. The camera operates at 30 frames per second. Visualization 1 and Visualization 2 are example video clips captured from the render interface. When zooming into the video, stitching boundaries between microcameras are sometimes visible; zooming out the interface switches to the wide field camera. These visible boundaries are mostly due to difficulty in stitching multiple images globally as well as stitching scenes from different field depths simultaneously.
Broadcasting from high-resolution array cameras to allow millions of viewers to simultaneously explore live events is a logical next step for this technology. As a simple example of interactive broadcasting, Fig. 6 shows the full-view and user-view video Review Article sequences. The low-resolution wide range video sequence will be provided, and then different users can zoom in on random highresolution regions of interest on their own mobile devices. Interactive web servers for gigapixel-scale images are as old as the World Wide Web [62] , but protocols for interactive gigapixel video require further development. In addition to full video service, one imagines that novel image formats allowing exploration of short clips may emerge. A relatively simple javascript-based example is accessible at [63, 64] . This demo presents a short video clip taken with the Mantis 70 camera. The panorama in the web is created by stitching images captured by Mantis 70. For interactive display, we use the multiscale display by decomposing highresolution images to tiles of JPEG or PNG images at different resolutions that make up an image pyramid. It enables users to zoom in or out of random parts of a large map within several seconds, because only those tiles for the user's view of the image on the screen are required to load. To experience the view in the time domain, we add a time slider to control the display of the video sequence. For example, if users zoom in on a certain region, then the view will show the video sequence of the specific area where the slider is dragged. In the web-based example, there are some different scenarios captured by the Mantis 70 camera, including Hospital, School, and Road. The corresponding distances between the scene and camera are about 30, 100 and 200 m. Even in the remote scene, users can see some details clearly such as road signs.
Stored as tiled JPEG images, 3 s of Mantis 70 video requires 2 GB residing in over 20,000 files. The online quality of service depends on the server and client quality of service and bandwidth. Here, we include servers in the United States and China to allow users to link to a close site. Large-scale deployment must rely on commercial content delivery networks with forward provisioning. Novel architectures allowing similar service using h.264 or h.265 compression may greatly reduce the bandwidth and storage requirements.
CONCLUSION
After several decades of development, array cameras using computational image composition are increasingly attractive. Recent introduction of commercial cameras for VR and high-resolution imaging suggest that this approach is increasingly competitive with conventional design. At the same time, lessons learned from computational imaging research allow systematic lens, electronic hardware, and software design for array systems. One expects that this platform will allow camera information capacity per unit cost and volume to improve at rates comparable to other information technologies.
